INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURANCE
Protection beyond insurance
for you who go beyond borders

We have changed how
insurance is done.

For you, a global citizen,
this is great news.

Designed to fit
your global lifestyle
Preferred Plus
A comprehensive medical plan designed for
those who desire annual medical insurance
that covers them worldwide, including the USA

Preferred
A comprehensive medical plan designed for
those who desire annual medical insurance
when not spending time in the USA with
specific regional options.

A global network of 1+ million healthcare
providers, and over 8000 hospitals and clinics.

Benefits beyond the policy
We got your back: A diverse team of
industry thought leaders.

Recharge while flying: 1300+ airport
experiences await.

Our no-nonsense solutions were built by
globally mobile experts with over a century
of shared experience in risk, travel,
medicine, insurance, technology, and safety.

Because your comfort matters, you get to
access lounges in more than 600 cities
across 148 countries through Priority Pass

AI empowered solutions.

Consultations in your own language
and culture.

We are committed to continuous innovation
through technologies and services for the
global citizen. How? Our digital-enabled
resources include cybersecurity, global
location intelligence, virtual care and more.

Our virtual health benefits allow you to
schedule a consultation with a healthcare
professional in over 50 languages via
phone/chat and by video appointments.

One year access to health and security
tools.

Mastercard connected, in-app
reimbursement and direct pay.

When you buy a policy you also get a one year
membership to a curated bundle of smart tools.
Things like unlimited mental health counseling
and wellbeing support, GPS-enabled SOS button
and response, VPN, antivirus and malware
protection, global intelligence, relevant travel
alerts, duty of care compliance including traveler
tracking - we call it INC by Insured Nomads.

Waiting for payment to come through to
get discharged from a hospital or for
months to get a reimbursement are things
of the past. We are the only global
insurance company utilizing a Mastercard
connected solution to help you pay for
your healthcare needs, right when you
need it, in addition to direct pay.
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Policy is designed and provided by Insured Nomads Underwriting GmbH, IDK: D-614H-AG1IB-19 (Hamburg, Germany), Insured Nomads - UK Branch (London, England, UK), and
Insured Nomads Corporation, NPN#19616300 (USA) a globally distributed, remote company serving the global citizens of the world with insurance and technology excellence.
The Insurer is MFPrévoyance, registered by Code des assurances, RCS 507 648 053 PARIS, Head office: 4, place Raoul DAUTRY, 75015 Paris, France, of CNP ASSURANCES
Ratings: Fitch: A+. Standard & Poor's: A. Moody's: A1

*Please reference the International Health Insurance Policy Wording for a full understanding of the benefits. The materials provided are a summarization and not intended to be comprehensive.

Connected and protected

Service by phone & social
We serve you via telephone and
chat through our website, Telegram,
WhatsApp & FB Messenger.

Secure policy
management by app &
web portal
Online access and support
app: My Insured Nomads - Health

CARE: Crisis Assistance
Response + Evacuation
Emergency medical response,
geopolitical, safety, security, natural
disaster, GPS tracking and
relocation / evac. membership.
app: INC by Insured Nomads

https://insurednomads.com

